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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on
this podcast. It's important that. I tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content
releases including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be
happening in your own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and
written articles that you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership
perspectives and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely
don't want to miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four
seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word
l. e. a. d. two four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash subscribe. So
you don't miss any future leading saints content. It's time for another how i lead episode on the
leading saints. Podcast my name is kurt. Franken you are probably familiar with me and my
voice if you've been listening for a while if you're brand new it's important that you know a few
things about who we are and what we do. Leading saints is a nonprofit organization dedicated
to helping latter-day saints be better prepared to lead. And so what we do is we create
phenomenal content worth sharing. Which we hope you do. Share this to somebody who would
benefit from it as well and Hopefully through these discussions of leadership and articles that
are written on our website at leading saints dot org newsletters. We put out all this content.
Hopefully inspires you in a bleeding better in various aspects of your life. Both at home church
at work wherever it is that you are latter day saint which is everywhere and in this. How elite
episode we talk with charlotte gill and she is a stake. Young women's president also has
experience as a ward young women's president and it is phenomenal. I think you'll love the
content. The ideas she shares very pandemic applicable. We recorded this in february of two
thousand twenty one and so she gives some great ideas that her stake is doing also talk about
how she runs and manages the steak or helps manage the steak youth council really great
ideas presidency meetings class pregnancy meetings. We cover a lot and you're going to love it.



So here's my interview with sharla. Ghetto stake young women's president today on the sit
down to the power of the internet with charlotte ghetto. How're you charlotte. thinkers goodwill.
Where is it that you live. So i live in newberg oregon south portland mice. Nice an abortion area.
Or how did. I was born and raised in in arizona. I'm a. I'm a sunshine girl. And i came to clouds.
But it's been really be nice at your. These stake young women's president. To how long have
you had that calling on president. I've had this for almost a year and a half a great great so a lot
of that year and a half has been during a shutdown pandemic times in the yes absolutely.
There's no handbook for this. I mean maybe we can write one once. We're done with this polish
fast enough. The fastest just keeps getting stranger. So as we do in these. How lead interviews.
I've asked you to prepare some different principles in points. Leadership thoughts that you that
you lead by and we'll just see what we can learn from. You figured it out or cracked the code but
Hopefully there's some perspective that will Brighton the the type of calling for other youth
leader. So i'm just curious like how has it been during the pandemic. The northwest was hit hard
early on with the pandemic and covid in. So what's it been like in your neck of the woods. So
state youth conferences have been an steak. Youth activities. certainly cannot happen in
person. those have been completely shut down so we've been struggling to try and find ways to
help the us in our stake. Connect our state covers a large geographic area. It's almost on the
size of a small town and so we have a large area that we're trying to cover in. It's been difficult.
Try and help all of us get together nice. And that's still the that's still happening. Where february
records february seventeenth. Twenty twenty one. And so you guys are still completely shut
down not doing any church services in person we are able to have some members meet in
person however but that's only about twenty five percent of our congregation everyone else's
joining by zoom. Are you that our weekly youth activities have also been shut down in percents
since november. And we're just barely being able to start initiating in person activities on a on a
limited basis but that won't even start for another couple of weeks nice. I want to jump into some
of the principles here because the one of them really relates. Well to just this shutdown.
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I've noticed in you mentioned too in your in our correspondence before that in the beginning we
tried a lot of we try to get creative with zoom or virtual meetings in and when teenagers are
already on zoom for school and things that just was one more zoom meeting that they didn't
want to do and it's hard to really make it sincere refund and so you talked about you know
having hold events that are shared experiences without being virtual. Maybe he explained how
you go about doing that. Sure we had to be rather inventive. In the beginning one of the
activities that was particularly successful for us we held a phone a thon bingo game which took
some planning coordinating but it actually ended up covering so many bases in helping us learn
some good skills so the way the way the game works is youth would register. We had an online
form on our website on our website that youth registered for the game. explained the rules really
clearly to appearance in youth on exactly how the game would be played. The youth agreed to
allow their contact information to be shared as in connection with this game. But they would be
given a bingo card and that bingo card would have twenty five names of other youth in the state
that had registered in their goal was to have a five minute conversation with each youth on that



board within a one week period. So we start time end time and they tried to connect with as
many of these used as possible within that one week period so Conversation didn't get it now. It
has to be had be voiced voice absolutely by was one of the clear roles and so allowed so many
of these youth to get over there. Hesitation of having a phone conversation is it's really
shocking. How many of us would rather run ten miles than have a phone conversation and so
this really helped them practice their skills within the course of this game. We estimated that
more than five hundred phone calls took place within this week period and so they had so much
practice. The verse couple. Conversations were very nerve wracking And so he gave them
some problems. But then by the you know the fifth third tenth conversation it became so much
easier for them. They felt comfortable talking on the phone. One of the key aspects of this game
was that we didn't give any phone numbers out. They have to track down these people in their
stake so they had to download the church out in order to have steak phone numbers and they
had to call parents in order to get the phone number of their youth who would be unlisted so it
required them to not only tax adults not only children but also to adults and it. It really helped us
jump that hurdle of helping these be motivated to set up a church account and that leads to so
many different aspects. Because now they can set up an account for family search now they
can set up the account or the living app and it just created this ripple effect in to make our other
programs more effective as well. I love that. I love that. So was this a initiated on the state level.
Yes yes so. This was done discussed at stake. Youth council on the state. Youth council really
spearheaded a great portion of the activity. So we've we've done something that's Rather
unique. I have the co president of the state council. So typically there's two co-presidents a A
priest and then one of the oldest female members in the state you council become the
presidents and a female co president i've integrated as an honorary member of my stake
presidency and so she is on hand and to to give us counsel and advice and to give her input on
decisions that we make and i also asked two of the oldest young women in the state to fill a
special assignment as her assistance together. We form what we're calling the young women
board and these Three youth members of the young women board really played a key role in
making that activity successful. They created all of the graphics bay created all of the the
communication. They need a video with the other used in order to explain how the game was
played Their enthusiasm really played a key role in making exciting and effective. That's that's
fantastic. So i wanna come back to this as far as the state youth council and how you run things
but so the game you Sort of the talks started out at stake youth council level and then and then
it was organized so these names zone is a typical bingo card. Right the journ p- refilling the
names before. Yes so often filled in.
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And i just used an online bingo generator in order to create the bingo card. When the youth
registered they had they gave us an email address and so on the same the night before the
game star. I e mailed each individual registered youth their individual bingo card gotcha As each
new car different like artist has a different combination of youth on it. So we so. We don't have a
very large steak and we had about eighty use who registered for our game as there were there
unthinking the typical bingo. There's twenty five spaces on tournaments stasis. Yeah yeah you



got a price for a blackout. You got fries for her bingo getting five across but we also offered an
incentive for all of the youth this. This took place over the summer in the band. Just got done
with school. They were totally. Just zoned out. In june activities they were missing their friends.
They were able to spend any time outside of their family. And so we rented out the local drive
Which happens to be in in my small town. Of newberg oregon. There's an awesome driving and
we rented out the drive in rome on the couple who owns it who are so generous kind and invited
all of the participants and their families to come to the drive in at the end of the game and that
was really the cherry on top. We had such a wonderful time. They were able to at least see one
another even though it was a safe. Yeah wow i love that. So much. so any didn't give him any
like conversation. Starters just said five minute conversation about whatever we did we did.
Give them some conversation. Starters maybe maybe fire sex but they really didn't need them
after the second or third conversation you know. By the time you're getting through twenty five
conversations it becomes so much more natural in an easy and that was really the goal we
wanted to be able to just recognize that there was another trial on the other end of that phone.
Who just wanted to reach out to. So while. And i and i really feel like that came home for for
them. So many of the uncovered stations that i had after the event were from these youth who
just fell. They connected with someone that they didn't even know before there were a couple of
people who got dates off of the activity. We'll check back in and see if anybody got married right
very other. What was the the week to week. Upkeep how long did it go and then jew. Was it like
an email every week. That sent out to keep people engaged in it or it was only a week long
period so they started on a saturday and we ended on a saturday and they emailed me directly
if they had a blackout or bingo. And so. I kept a tally and the first the first ten who got blackout
gotta blackout got to choose a blackout fries. Which i ordered on amazon. It's shipped to them
free shipping. And then the i can bingos also got a smaller prize winners So everything was
done. Very very virtual It was it. Was that those first several days. Oh i was inundated with email
so whoever radishes enacting this needs to be. Maybe a team that sampling. I keep a running
tally of you. Know how many prizes. I was giving me out so we were able to do it under a
reasonable reasonable budget. Yeah and then How did the movie drive in movie. Was that
saturday at the end of the week or yoga. Gotcha nice school in nearby. Antibodies warmed up.
They've talked to each other in s. Yes there were a number of youth to came and said who is
this person. I wanted to find out who they are. Can you point out. That's awesome man that ever
got their money's worth just from from that idea. I think that's great. I love just these activities
that are. They're not just fun. But like there is a connection component to it or not. Just just a
distract him or try and do a tap dancer front to entertain them for time. But there's real value in
connection in alabama. So i'm curious with this. Your how you structure your youth council. And
i have been close enough to some of these callings to really know what the handbook says the
guidance you give there but maybe just tell us how as a stake in women's president you've
approached the running ineffective steak youth council. Sure so the thank youth council really
guys the decision making of our safeties activities and it is attended by the class presidents and
the corn presidents for each of the wards throughout the steak. We come together once a month
and disgusted agenda for the state activities going forward.
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Those meetings are those discussions are led by to youth members of the council. And they're
the called the co presidents of the council when it is a female one is a male they And so they
collaborate together on on leading the discussion and deciding on the agenda for for each
meeting prior to the state us council the steak youth leadership committee. These this is a fairly
new jersey wall street. The state youth leadership committee consists of the stake president
who is in charge of the youth. Also the state young men's presidency the state get moomins
presidency. Any high council members that are over the youth. Also the co presidents of the
state council Ham book directions as far as. Who's on that committee right exactly so we need
prior. We set up an agenda for the co- the further you've council meeting coming thereafter and
then from that point in that state council meeting. We should be given assignments as far as
who does what who reminds us and we go forward from there and report back the next monthly
meeting the state youth leadership council that. That's all that civil adults or the co that's the
adults and then also the leaders of the state council who are youth and because i've asked to
young women to act as assistance to the co president. They also attend that state. Use
leadership council me. So there's a handful of youth in that but then move into its in. Its with the
intent of moving into the steak youth council with some plans agenda ideas and and then they
can council from there. That's right and then we get their feedback from the us in general and
and then pick from a list of ideas on which ones they would like see going forward So is there.
Any unique approaches may be mentioned a few them as far as the. Maybe you wouldn't find a
handbook that you've may be adapted for what you're doing so we found that having more
youth in leadership positions allows us to have more youth visibility to the other leaders in the
stake for example the assistant to the female co-president. She was able to lead another us
activity. She was the one who is out front. Just welcoming everyone. Calling the prayer and
having the opportunity for her to be visible allows other class presidents in corn presidents to
see. Hey this is something that i could do. It's so much more relatable when you see it coming
from another youth than it is coming from an adult so the more often that we can push that
visibility of leadership from an adult position onto a us position it just is more effective for all the
youth leaders throughout the steak. they're able to see more relevant examples of how
someone asked questions to an adult in a leadership position how to give direction to an adult
leadership position how to ask them to fill in assignment how to fill in assignment. When you're
given one it. It helps them recognize that they have the capacity and the flexibility to truly be the
leader in any council when they see another use filling out that role and pushing the limits of that
flexibility. They're able to recognize that. There are very much fewer limitations than i think there
are. So those are able to fill their roles better and that visibility of that youth leaders primarily in
that council meeting or does it happen outside of that council being outside of it as well in any of
the state used activities. They're really taking on the leadership roles. Much possible okay. So
they may be the one on the mike you know talking to the law may be working behind the scenes
or asking people to do things that sort of thing. Yeah so. for example on the beano activity it was
the youth who are making all the communication sabet made a poster video. They made the
bingo card. They made the movie ticket and they were passing them out. They were the ones
who are emailing them to people and saying the posting on instagram and so when
communication is coming from the youth. I feel like it's just not a foreign factors. Oh yeah right. I
mean talk about a training ground. There's just so great for the future. So i'm just thinking. What



guidance would you give to adult youth leaders to help initiate that that youth leader or help
them feel fill ownership to step up and do that because i can see a lot of the. Hey we'd like to be
the the youth leader here and Anyways goes to sort of shrug your shoulders like a high. I think
i'll just stay home and hide under my bed instead. Yeah no i. I have fallen into that trap so many
times so i was. The young women precedent in my ward prior to being a stake gillers press and
so often you know i would have a plan going forward.
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I created agenda. I would pass it off to class president and say okay. Here you go. Here's
everything that you need to say. Then they read it in every time. There's a question they turned
to me and say okay. What's the answer to this side or now and why was that. Why why was that
such an issue. It was because i wasn't including them early enough in the decision making
process i was making a plan and then i was bouncing it off of them in saying yeah. Okay in
moving forward with the plan. That i really had created and that's not authentic youth leadership
i needed to include them earlier on the process. And that's why i think it's so important to include
a co-president in my stake presidency so as as ideas are being discussed. It's really coming
from the co president in her assistants. They're giving their feedback much earlier into the
process. And they are intern coming up with the ideas and presenting it to us and then we're
hashing it out just as far as feasability budget. You know those questions that you can't really be
expected to know the answer to and then it's going into the state youth council on. They're the
ones who are deciding. Yes i like a and b. But i don't wanna see indeed and including them
earlier in that process he. That's one reason why i really suggest focusing on a class presidency
meeting much more than an adult presidency needing even at the ward level so often you'll
have a adult presidency. Meeting that lasts for our our half in so many of the decisions are being
made in that adult presidency meeting for. There aren't any youth cresent rather than making all
those big decisions in class presidency meeting having more frequent class presidency
meetings and really shifting the focus to those class presidency meetings in increasing the
status of back class rather than the status of the adult precedent. Yeah i love that so it sounds
like win may be. The adult advisor of a certain class is sort of saying. Hey we're gonna meet
every week as a class presidency. An adult advisor might be in the room. Maybe putting them
when they need some help making the discussion continues between them and they're making
decisions or ideas or brainstorming and then when it gets to that next level or just to the adult
presence in meeting those ideas started with the us and continue on with the youths. push right.
That's right so if the class presidency meaning is really the priority and if those class presidency
meetings are happening on a weekly basis than all of the members of that fast presidency know
exactly what's going on they have ownership over. They remember what the assignments were
because there wasn't this big lead time of a month between each presidency meeting so often
you'll go into a glass presidency meeting. I'm sure probably the same with Presidency where
you have to rehash remember everything that was decided before you're scrapping Decided to
do what i don't remember. And there's a lot of lost opportunity within those subsequent weeks
where you could have been doing something. But hey i feel my simon. I'm done. i'll report it in
three weeks for now. Good to go right. Will you lose a lot of time. Ineffectiveness that way so if



you're having shorter more frequent presidency meetings then you're able to push the envelope
of how effective you could be. It allows you to shift from just administering activity to truly
ministering to the use in your ward or your stake. It allows you to have the time to say. Hey how
are we doing on. Come follow me or what can we do. Better to support ministering or you know.
There's this girl who guy who something came up yesterday. And i can talk to her about it right
now. Whereas by waited amounts to have that last presidency meaning you know three weeks
have gone by and the support simply isn't as effective. You can't be as responsive as you would
be if you could be there talking about it on a weekly basis and saying a weekly fast presidency
meeting can feel very intimidating because we have this idea of a presidency. Meeting asked
lasting an hour hour and a half. I've been to meetings. That are two and a half hours before.
Don't recommend this sue but if you have more frequent but shorter activities those youth can
really fill the role and they can feel that they have ownership over the process. They have the
opportunity to voice their opinions to make opinions and to really have a lasting impact on the
girl scenario in or the the boys in interview leadership and would have you seen during the
shutdown with the pandemic is.
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It's a weekly meeting that there quickly. Doing your meetings over soon are going to be a lasting
impact earl lasting change that we will continue to do after the pandemic and i hope it does last.
We can be much more effective especially for the states who are drawn out over large graphic
area being able to feel more natural in zoom. Meeting is a skill that will take practice. And we're
having that practice now that Be a scale that we lose and in a before the pandemic is a meeting.
These meetings would happen like right after a or digital newman person via right after church
or right before a youth activity this idea of a weekly presidency meaning is fairly new in our fake.
We attended a coordinating council meeting with our area representative. And he was really
pushing for a weekly class activity meetings and I assume the other stakes other according
councils around around the treasury point be getting the same council if they haven't already but
i've been able to connect with other leaders in other areas and they all have various ways of
managing this but across the lord all the stakes that i've spoken to who have implemented
weekly class activity class presidency meetings an orm presidency meetings across the board.
They've been very responsive in saying how much it's changed their ability to function and their
effectiveness. Then then how do they correlate with the adult. Prison see meetings. Did you
usually invite the into those When those happened in how often de recommend those. So i i
always recommend having the president come in and the adult presidency meetings having the
oldest having the the president of the classes or the courtroom come in to the adult presidency
meetings simply because you get more input that way you get their feedback and you can. You
can be more effective. Those youth decisions in my experience has always been more effective
than the decisions. That i'm trying to make myself. I get an idea in my head and i pushed it
thinking that it's going to be so great but having the youth input it always makes it better always.
It's never not made better than how often did you meet as adult prison. So i would meet monthly
but having that use feedback and focusing on those class presidency meetings. Or where you
get the weekly interaction. Great awesome What else have we missed here. We've touched on



of these principles that you've written down as we wrap up here. What are we missing. Anything
you want to add. Before we wrap up. I would also just like to say as far as the lessons that were
teaching to our youth. We need to be as honest and relevant. We possibly can be with the
youth. I've been focusing quite a bit on speaking about spiritual resilience. And i've been writing
about spiritual resilience. I've been trying to teach spiritual resilience and that comes from being
very humble that comes from humbly and honestly talking about the ways in which you need to
improve in the ways in which the holy ghost interacts with you so often we think of the holy
ghost is as guiding us in these hinge point moments of our lives and really the holy ghost is
active with us on on a daily basis. Is the holy. Ghost will be active in those weekly class
presidency meetings. The holy ghost can be active With the youth on a daily basis and they
need to recognize that the holy ghost is interacting in their lives all the time. We may not be
recognizing it enough so we need to give more recognition to those small interactions that idea
to send a tax that idea to focus on a topic that idea to. Hey maybe i should look at that scripture
or more time we need to be recognizing those small interactions and really giving them the
value that they hold you know there there is a divine being interacting with you. On a daily basis
and that is miraculous we need to get more weight to those small interactions. I love that so
much. So i wanna make sure we mentioned that you're worth it. You've right human doing about
resilience and you have a book coming out around. That topic may be. Tell us about it. And then
i'll ask you one more question tour. So the book is called spiritual resilience leading our youth to
go and do and it's written for parents to help their youth. They better prepared for a feature that
we can't predict but it's still going to be bright and miraculously. Yeah and so. It's written to help
youth and parents recognize. What is that really creates. The framework of a resilient faith which
principles really helps support that faye and that is based on our temple covenants.
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It's based on those that security net. That christ gives us and the guarantees that he's provided
us through our cabinets and i've in order to teach these principles i relied on the example of fi.
So i've really dug into the story of nearby who is a youthful hero when he was just a teenager.
He had a resilient phase to say. I will go and do. How is he able to do that. Why was he able to
do that. What is it that allowed him to make the decisions that he made as a teenager as try to
answer that question and then replicate that for parents in a modern relevant way so that they
can support their youth in building out some of that that same knowledge of the end is available
now on amazon. When when is it released so it is available for preorder right now in paperback
and e book. Audiobook will be coming out in a couple of weeks in. That should be available
shortly but the paperback e-book are coming out april. Thirty perfect will decide to check it out.
And i think you'll be a strong tool for others. So the last question i have for you. Charlotte is you
reflect on your time. As a young women's president was being a leader helped to become a
better follower of jesus. Christ my time working with the youth has helped me fill so much more
confident about the future. I see the youth and their capacity. I see the youth as as solving the
problems that you and i are trying very much to be more informed about and find better
solutions to work on. The youth are the ones who are really going to implement those solutions.
It's the youth who are going to build on what we've already created and the miracles that are for



told in the future aren't gonna come about simply because christ. His decided that it's time to go.
It's going to be because the youth end. The future generations simply are going to do this job
better than you can do it and i see that i see that now. I see their their ability capacity. It gives
me a great amount of confidence and excited about. That concludes my interview with charlotte.
Ghetto good right. The great ideas perspective really explained everything. Articulated
everything wonderfully checkout. Her book will link to it in the show notes. If you wanna make
sure you get a copy of it. I think it'd be a great resource for any youth leader and another favor. I
ask is if you know youth leader whether it's young women or young men if you would send in
this episode dropped a link in an email or text it to them share it through whatever podcast
service you use but this really helps us get this valuable information to as many leaders as
possible and it's up to you to share it. If you know of anybody else that we should reach out to
for how. I lead segment. No matter the calling the perspective we would love to get as much as
many perspectives. On the how elite segment is possible. Redrawing every wednesday seeing
how that goes and so send us your names of individuals you would you would recommend we
reach out to go to leading saints dot org slash contact and dropped information in there. Maybe
give the individual you're recommending a quick message so that they know that this is
something there that you're doing and we'll reach out to him and see if they'd be willing to allow
me to stick a microphone in their face nasscom questions about how they lead again. Go to
leading saints dot org slash contact and remind you once again to text. The word lead to four
seven four seven four seven in order to subscribe to the leading saints weekly newsletter. It
came as a result of the position of leadership which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven
who brought forth a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ and when the declaration was made
concerning the only true and living church on the face of the earth we were immediately put in a
position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink nor runaway handle
which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


